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Our industry is changing fast, and even with ‘Lock-
down 2.0’, we’re as busy as ever helping print profes-
sionals enhance their value proposition in readiness 
for 2021. Using this period of disruption to up-skill 
and refresh is the only recipe for success.

Direct mail marketing is very much alive, and with print 
personalisation - and even hyper personalisation - there 
are fresh routes to increase margins. Print works, while 
email campaigns flounder.

The modern print buyer responds to suppliers who posi-
tion print as more than a commodity. Gold, silver, white 
and clear, as well as the latest fluorescents, are all available 
on the latest generation of affordable digital presses. With 
new cutters and foil systems too, the opportunity is now!

For thirty years, Advanced UK has helped commercial print 
operations invest with confidence. As the original Xerox 
Platinum Partner, and still the only EFI Platinum Partner, we 
invest in the success of our clients: we’re here for the long 
haul, guiding and mentoring, always seeking fresh solu-
tions to help you achieve your goals.

With this, our new digital magazine, our goal is to share 
with you the latest news, together with quality editorial. 
For example, in this issue we explore pre-press automation, 
and in our next issue, press production so you’ll be up-
to-date with the advances in SIQA (Simple Image Quality 
Adjustments),  ILS (Inline Spectrophotometers), FWA (Full 
Width Array) and more.

Enjoy the read, and engage with us. Our doors are open!

Phil Tucker

Managing Director

Xerox Baltoro vs. Canon i300 
battled it out in a heavy production 
inkjet war. 

Why did the Illinois Dept. of Human Services 
select Baltoro, and why is the Tecnau sheet feeder 
so important?

Faced with a demand to produce two million pieces of 
newsletters, forms and signage per month, they were 
determined to lower their print costs. 

The final decision came down to the economics of Roll vs. 
Cut Sheet. They chose roll capabilities because it reduces 
the waste and storage headaches of boxes (which are in-
evitably wrapped in plastic), and there’s an automatic 10% 
savings versus sheets. 

When evaluating operating costs, single-pass versus over-
print was considered. Historically they printed their 4/c 
shells and then over-printed them at a later date. With 
the addition of the Baltoro they can print what they need 
when they need it. This will virtually eliminate and print 
related waste and make them much more efficient.

Critically, though they’ll now  able to utilise different sized 
sheets on the fly by integrating a Tecnau Sheet-feeder and 
since the Canon i300 has no roll option, the decision was 
sealed in favour of Xerox.  

Increasing your margins by 15% equates to a 45% increase 
in turnover, and with print quality so exceptional, perhaps 
inkjet should be on your radar?
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GETTING TO GRIPS WITH 
HYPER-PERSONALISATION

Hyper-personalisation is the use of additional data 
beyond mere names, so the reader to ensure each 
publication is as individually relevant as possible, 
including to the reader.

Intelligent personalisation has been shown to increase 
website hits by 400%, and page-views by 300%, and this 
can only be good news for your clients struggling to 
recover sales volumes.

Applicable to almost every aspect of the industry, the 
latest innovations in the field of inkjet production 
technology, together with workflow automation and 
personalisation software make it easier than ever to drive 
additional revenue through triggered direct mail.

The technology applies to your firm irrespective of wheth-
er you’re use a Xerox Versant for short-run direct mail, or 
a high volume press for magazine production. Personalise 
your communications by name, business segment, role, 
language, location, and more. Then target the intent: 
adjust the imagery and  content according to what is more 
likely to appeal.

By combining the power of a production press such as the 
Xerox Trivor 2400 with high fusion ink, and XMPie software, 
you can create and manage cross-media campaigns which 
span print, web and email. The result? Customers who 
engage, and more revenue for your clients. By investing in 
the time to up-skill your production team, your business 
can unlock new high margin revenue streams which don’t 
require more staff. 

Explain to your clients how triggered direct mail automation 
complements their omni-channel strategies and drives 
success throughout the entire customer life cycle.

As a print provider, you have the core skills in-house, and 
with the Xerox XMPie software platform you can turn 
these into true added-value revenue generators.

As you can see, hyper-personalisation belongs to the print 
specialist, and enhancing the communication delivery is as 
relevant to your value proposition as rounding the edges or 
adding foil to business cards. You know that’s profitable ... 
but how many business cards are you printing these days? 

This transition from print as a commodity to fully-fledged, 
capable, digital agency is sweeping the industry: marketers 
are turning to the professionals for support.

We have a superb guide to show you the way, just  email 
marketing@advanced-uk.com and request your copy. 
Alternatively, schedule an online demonstration, and we’ll 
explain everything.

Add value by leveraging the trigger points for when to send direct mail

Request your copy today!

“If a reader lives in Paris, we show stories  

from Paris, not Amsterdam. Or if she’s the 

CFO, on the cover she’ll read information 

important for a CFO.”

Dirk Deroo, CEO, Dataline
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AWARD WINNING CMYK+ & 
FLUORESCENT SOLUTIONS

What a coup for Xerox! They’ve won the inaugural BLI award for ‘Outstanding Achievement in 
Innovation’ with their Adaptive CMYK+ kits!

You’ve surely heard of the Xerox PrimeLink, perhaps the most successful light production press launch of all time? Well, 
together with the tried and tested Versant 180, there’s more news: you can add the Vivid Kit to deliver gold, silver, white 
and clear, or go a step further and add the Fluorescent Kit with cyan, magenta or yellow options!

Not to be left behind, the Iridesse team want you to know that not only can you print your choice of six colours in a sin-
gle pass, but you can add gold, silver or white as either underlays or overlays 
together with clear or low gloss options. 

High volume? The iGen5 is hard to beat these days since you can add a fifth colour, including white, clear or even fluores-
cent yellow. With the optional blue/green and orange, the result is clear to see: a staggering 93% of the entire pantone 
colour  range is now available on this spectacular production press.

Video - get the 
Fluorescent Advantage 

in 90 seconds! 
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The New Duplo PFi Blade 
Digital Cutting Table

Utilising a flatbed table and digital 
cutting technology, the PFi Blade 
digital cutting table produces short-
run packaging, custom-shaped 
cards and labels without physical 
dies required. It’s an affordable and 
versatile solution for prototyping 
designs and small run production. 

With the launch of the PFi Blade B3 Digital 
Shape cutter, together with the well-
established DuSense Sensory Coater, you’ll 
also want to learn about the new Digi 
Foiler which delivers an optimum - and 
thoroughly premium - finish.

The PFi BLADE B3 is described as the perfect solution for those looking for a short run packaging solution, with a small 
footprint and green button technology, it dramatically lowers the cost of creating short-run packaging, custom-shaped 
cards, labels and samples.

Video - See the new Duplo PFi Blade in action!

Post-press Automation

Whether you’re adding inline third-party 
finishing capabilities or near offline finishing, 
Advanced UK have the solutions: Xerox, Duplo, 
Vivid, Ashgrove and others too.  

Choosing Duplo, brings you superb automation 
and workflow. For example, through their workflow 
software platform, the QR Code Module automates 
and accelerates your production. 

With no cutting dies required, and easy job preparation 
and setup, this affordable solution is compact and 
easy to use. You can now tackle those short-run jobs 
effectively, aided in part by the automated feed and 
CCD registration systems working together. Cut shapes fast and profitably!
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XEROX PRIMELINK C9065
#1 ENTRY LEVEL COLOUR 

PRODUCTION PRINTER

Award winning, compact and versatile, the 
PrimeLink delivers 2400 x 2400 dpi for out-
standing fine-line detail, with  vivid images and 
smooth colour transitions — even at speeds of 
up to 70 ppm.

The Xerox® Integrated Colour Server comes standard. Or 
you can choose from one of three optional EFI servers for 
more capabilities and more volume. All you have to do is 
select the best fit based on your business applications and 
the level of automation and colour accuracy you need.

With office-ready ConnectKey technology also enabled, you 
also gain from the unequalled Xerox Business App library.

ADVANCED UK SAYS
“We appreciate the best-in-class finishing options - 
for this, the PrimeLink has no competition” says Jason 
Bryant of Advanced UK’s production print team.

Jason continued, ‘There’s no doubt that clients are 
seizing on this machine’s ability to print on speciality 
and heavyweight stocks of up to 350gsm, as well as 
Extra Long Sheet (XLS) media.’

When asked about C9065’s BLI award, Jason didn’t 
hesitate: “With the PrimeLink being so modular, 
you can upgrade these Xerox platforms when 
your requirements change. Add colours - such as 
fluorescents - and finishing solutions when the time 
is right, without having to re-invest in an entirely 
new press”

Ask the experts. Ask Advanced UK.
Call us NOW on 01895 811811
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ADVANCED UK –
UPCOMING EVENTS
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ADVANCED UK – ANOTHER 
XEROX IRIDESSE SUCCESS!

Blackdog Digital select the Iridesse

Blackdog Digital are an award-winning creative print company, based in Hertfordshire, just 
outside of Central London. They offer both creative design and print services globally. 
 
Blackdog help their clients communicate their marketing messages through print, point 
of sale and branded material, supported by creative solutions and data driven marketing.  
The addition of the Xerox Iridesse with all of the specialty inks mean that their 
capabilities in terms of design and all forms of graphic communication is unparalleled.
 
Under the most demanding lead times, they always succeed in circumstances that others 
would deem impossible. As they themselves say, “We love what we do and are passionate 
about what we do and who we do it for - this has been at the core of our business from 
the beginning”.

Advanced UK says ...   
Blackdog Digital have chosen the most versatile heavy production press on the market today, 

and with it’s multiple colour capabilities, in-built artificial intelligence, and superior heavy-

weight media handling, this is an investment which will pay dividends for years to come. 
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ADVANCED UK – 
IN NEXT MONTH’S ISSUE

Pre-press automation software solutions
From XMPie and Xerox FreeFlow Core to the EFI Storefront, our analysts 
will explore the advantages of these platforms and how they can help 
you to win more clients. 

Direct Mail: it’s a powerful message!
Open-rates for direct mail are through the roof, and with the right print 
media, you deliver a powerful impression for your clients. We’ll explore 
the industry opporotunity.

The Xerox VersaLink C8000W 
White plus CMY? With its integrated controller, low entry price and 
compact footprint, the VersaLink C8000W is the industry’s smallest and 
cheapest device that can print effectively on dark media. The C8000W 
opens new profit opportunities and will have broad appeal.

Ask the experts. Ask Advanced UK.
Call us NOW on 01895 811811


